SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
For The New Defense Technology

Goodyear Aerospace is bringing computer-based systems technology to the new wave of defense programs destined for future deployment. Our current engineering contracts, combined with the new projects we were recently assigned, call for more of the Technical talent responsible for the success of our diverse electronic and systems products. Look into these immediate opportunities.

Software Engineers - a number of challenging opportunities for Software Professionals to work on diverse systems development and applications. BSEE, CS, or related Technical education and minimum 3 years practical advanced computer systems experience including higher level languages required.

Systems Engineers - BSEE, CS, or related field with opportunities for MS & PhD level candidates. Apply advanced hardware and software technology to simulation, guidance, visual systems, weapons, or other specialized projects. Previous experience with a major DOD contractor, particularly missile systems preferred.

Scientific Programmer Analysts - Analyze complex engineering and mathematical problems in support of advanced systems engineering and development. BSEE or CS and ability to utilize modern computer resources to maximum capability essential.

Digital Design - Using detailed Systems level input, you will design VLSI/VHSIC circuits from the component level. MS/BSEE and 5 years related experience required.

Goodyear Aerospace offers qualified candidates a total compensation package commensurate with your current and projected skills; including generous company benefits, educational assistance, and an attractive environment conducive to large city, suburban or even rural lifestyles. Our stability and continued projected growth provides engineering professionals the opportunity to utilize and expand on their career potential without changing employers. For details or a confidential interview appointment in your area, please send your resume indicating your area of interest to:

GOODYEAR AEROSPACE
Dept. 131-OH
Akron, Ohio 44315

Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/H